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ON THE EFFACEABILITY OF CERTAIN $-FUNCTORS
by
Matthew Emerton & Vytautas Paskûnas

Abstract. — We prove a conjecture of the first author for GL^F), where F is a finite
extension of Qp.
Résumé (Sur l'effaçabilité de certains <S-foncteurs). — On démontre une conjecture du
premier auteur pour GL2(F), où F est une extensionfiniede Qp.

1. Introduction
Let F be a finite extension of Qp and let o be its ring of integers. Let G := GL2(i?),
let K := GL2(o), and let Z be the centre of G. Let A be a finite local Artinian
Zp-algebra with residue field A; (necessarily finite, of characteristic p). Recall that
a representation V of G on an ^-module is said to be smooth if for all v G V the
stabilizer of v is an open subgroup of G. Let Modgn(^4) denote the category of smooth
G-representations. Further recall that a smooth G-representation V is admissible if
for every open subgroup J of G the space VJ of J-invariants is a finite A-module.
Let Mod^m(j4) denote the full subcategory of Modgn(A) consisting of admissible
representations. The categories Mod^TCi{A) and Modgn(^4) are abelian. In practice,
one is interested in admissible representations, but Mod^m(^4) does not have enough
injectives. The category Modg^-A) has enough injectives, but it is too big. To
remedy this the first author, in [2], [3], has introduced an intermediate category
of locally admissible representations Mod^adm (A). We recall the definition: If V is
a smooth ^4-representation of G, a vector v G V is called locally admissible if the
.A[G]-submodule of V generated by v is admissible; a smooth representation V of G
over A is then called locally admissible if every v G V is locally admissible. We let
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Mod^adm (^4) denote the full subcategory of Modg11 (A) consisting of locally admissible
representations. T h e category Mod^adm(A) is abelian and has enough injectives [2,
P r o p . 2.2.18], [3, P r o p . 2.1.1].
W e introduce some variants of the preceding categories:
If C : Z

Ax

is a smooth character, then we denote by

and Modg?c(i4) the full subcategories of Mod^m

Modg^A),

Mod^dm(A),

(A), Mod1Gadm(i), and M o d ^ ( A ) re-

spectively, consisting of representations admitting £ as a central character. W e also let
M o d ^ ( A ) denote the full subcategory of M o d ^ ( A ) consisting of ^-representations
admitting C\znK as a central character.

T h e categories M o d ^ ™ ( A ) , Mod^adm(A),

M o d ^ ( A ) , and M o d ^ ( A ) are abelian, and the last three have enough injectives.
(See L e m m a 2.4 below.)
In this note we show that the restriction to K of an injective object in Mod^adm(yl)
(resp. Mod1Gadm(A)) is an injective object in M o d ^ c ( A ) (resp.

Mod^(A)).

This

implies that certain 5-functors defined in [3] are effaceable, and remain effaceable
when restricted to ModGadm(A). In particular, it proves Conjecture 3.7.2 of [3] for
GL2(F).
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2. Injectives
W e establish some simple results about injective objects in various contexts. In this
section we change our notational conventions from those of the introduction, and let
G denote an arbitrary p-adic analytic group. W e let m denote the maximal ideal of
the ring of coefficients A.
2.1. Lemma. — If G is compact,
is an injective
isomorphism

ifV

is an injective

envelope of V in Mods™ (A),
V

object ofMods™(k),

then the inclusion

and if W

V <—> W induces

an

W[m\.

Proof. — Certainly the inclusion V

W factors through an inclusion V

W[m].

Since the source is injective, this inclusion splits. If C denotes a complement to the
inclusion, then VnC

= 0, and thus C = 0 (as W is an essential extension of V ) . This

proves the lemma.

•

2.2. Lemma. — Let H be a finite index open subgroup of G.
(i) An object o / M o d § n ( A ) is admissible
tation if and only if it is so as an
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(ii) IfV is an object ofMods^(A), so that Indg V ( - ^ A[G] ®A[H] V) is an object
ofMods™(A), then Ind# V is admissible (resp. locally admissible) as a G-representation if and only if V is admissible (resp. locally admissible) as an H-representation.
Proof. — The admissibility claim of part (i) is clear, since H contains a cofinal collection of open subgroups of G. Since H has finite index in G, the group ring A[G] is
finitely generated as an A[H]-module, and thus an A[G]-module is finitely generated
if and only if it isfinitelygenerated as an A[H]-module. The local admissibility claim
of part (i) follows from this, together with the admissibility claim, since an A[G]-module (resp. A[H]-module) is locally admissible if and only if every finitely generated
submodule is admissible.
To prove the if direction of claim (ii), suppose first that V is an admissible if-representation. If we write G as a union offinitelymany left iJ-cosets, say G = |J™=1 giH,
if H' is an open subgroup of if, and if we write H" := H' D Hr=i 9iHg~l, then
H'
H"
G
H" = (A[G] ®
(Ind G
A[H] V)
H V) C (Ind H v )
=
n (9iV) H" = n ÇiV9T1H"gim
i=l
i=l
Since gi lH"gi is an open subgroup of if, each of the summands appearing on the
right-hand side is a finite A-module, and thus so is their direct sum. Thus Indg V IS
admissible as claimed. If we suppose that V instead is locally admissible, or equivalent ly, is the inductive limit of its admissible subrepresentations, we see that the same
is true of Ind^r V, since Ind^ commutes with the formation of induction limits (being
naturally isomorphic to A[G] ®A[H] - ) •

To prove the other direction of (ii), note first that the inclusion A[H] C A[G] gives
rise to an if-equivariant embedding V
A[G] ®A[H] V
Ind# V. Thus if Ind^ V
is (locally) admissible as a G-representation, and hence also (locally) admissible as an
if-representation, by part (i), the same is true of its if-subrepresentation V.
•
2.3. Definition. — If Z denotes the centre of G, if Ç : Z —> Ax is a smooth character
and V is a representation of G over A, then we let
V z ^ := {v £ V I z • v = Ç(z)v for all z G Z } .
Since the subrepresentation of a smooth admissible (resp. smooth locally admissible, resp. smooth) representation is again smooth admissible (resp. smooth locally
admissible, resp. smooth), we see, in the context of the preceding definition, that
the construction V i-> Vz=<: induces a functor Mod^m(A) -> M o d ^ ( A ) (resp.
Mod1Gadm(A) Mod^m(A), resp. Modgn(A) -> Mod^mc(A)) that is right adjoint to
the forgetful functor. In particular, the functor V —
i • Vz=(* preserves injectives.
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2.4. Lemma. — / / £ : Z —> Ax is a smooth character, then each of the categories
Mod^™(A), Mod^adm(^4), and Modg^(A) are abelian, and the last two have enough
injectives.
Proof. — The abelianess claims are evident. To establish the claim regarding injectives, let V be an object of Mod^m(A) (resp. Modg^(A)) and let V <-> W be an
A[G]-linear embedding of V into an injective object in Mod^adm(A) (resp. Modgn(A)).
This embedding then factors through an embedding V ^ Wz=(*, and the latter object
is injective in Mod1Ga^m(A) (resp. Modg^A)), as was noted above.
•
2.5. Lemma. — Let G be a compact p-adic analytic group, let H be a closed subgroup
containing the centre of G and letC>:Z-^Ax be a smooth character. IfV is injective
in Mod^(A), then it is also injective in Mod^(A).
Proof. — Let i : V <—> J be an injective envelope of V in Modgn(A). Since V is
injective in Mod^(A) and i is essential we deduce that l(V) = Jz=<*. Proposition
2.1.11 in [3] implies that J is injective in Mods^l(A) and thus Jz=<^ is injective in
Mod*£c(A).
•

3. Main result
We introduce notation for some subgroups of G := GL2(-F) that we will need to
consider, namely: we write G+ := {g G G : vali^detg) = 0 (mod 2)} and G° :=
{g G G : vali?(det g) = 0}, write I := 0 0 (an Iwahori subgroup of K) and let I\
denote the maximal pro-p subgroup of / , let NG(I) denote the normalizer in G of / ,
set n := o 1 G NG(I), and write N0 := 1 0
3.1. Lemma. — If i : V ^ J is an injective envelope of V in Modjm(^4), then any
isomorphism ip : V —• VlL extends to an isomorphism J = J .
Proof. — Since lu : Vu
Jn is an injective envelope of Vn in Modjm(A), the
assertion follows from the fact that injective envelopes are unique up to isomorphism.
•
3.2. Lemma. — For an injective admissible object J in ModsIm(A) the following are
equivalent:
(i) J ^ Jn;
(ii) J [ m ] ^ ( J [ m ] ^ ) n ;
(iii) dimfe Hom7(x, J[m]Jl) = dim*Hom7(xn, J[m]h), V% G Irr7(fc).
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Proof. — Since J[m]Jl ^ J is essential the equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows from
Lemma 3.1. Since J is admissible J[m]Jl is a finite dimensional k-vector space. Since
the order of I/h is prime to p we may write J[m]71 = ®xeirr/(fc)Xemx and thus
J[m]Jl = (</[tn]7l)n if and only if mx = mxn. Hence, (ii) is equivalent to (iii).
•
3.3. Lemma. — If J is an admissible injective object in Mods^{A), then
dim* Homj(x, J[m]h) = dimkHomj(xn, J[m]Jl),

VX G Irr7(fc).

Proof. — Since J[m] is injective in Mod8^L(k) we may assume that A = k so that
J[m] = J. Further, it is enough to prove the statement for J = Injcr an injective
envelope of an irreducible If-representation cr, since any admissible injective object of
Mod™ (A) is isomorphic to a finite direct sum of such representations. If k = ¥p then
the assertion for J = Injcr follows from [4, Lem. 6.4.1, 4.2.19, 4.2.20], see also the
proof of [1, Lem. 9.6]. (It is enough to assume that k contains the residue field of F,
in which case every irreducible ^-representation of K or / is absolutely irreducible.)
The result for general k follows by Galois descent.
•
3.4. Theorem. — IfV is an object in ModjSom (A) such that V = Vu, then there exists
a G° -equivariant injection V c-» Q in Mod^0m (A) such that V\K ^ ^>\K is an injective
envelope ofV\x in Mod™ (A).
Proof. — The proof is a variation on constructions of [1] and [5]. It relies on the
fact that G° is an amalgam of K and Ku along I = K C\ Ku. Let ¿0 : V\K
Jo
be an injective envelope of V in Mod^1(A) and let i\ : V\xn «->• J\ be an injective
envelope of V in Mod^n (A). We claim that there exists an 7-equivariant isomorphism
<p ' Jo= J\ such that the diagram
V

¿0 Jn

V

= Y
¿1 J1.

=

commutes. Granting the claim we may using cp transport the action of KN on JQ such
that the two actions of I on Jq via embeddings I <—> K, I ^ KU coincide. Since G°
is an amalgam of K and KU along I = K D KU we obtain an action of G° on JQ and
since the diagram is commutative t0 : V c—> Jo is G°-equivariant.
To prove the claim we closely follow the proof of Theorem 9.8 [1]. Since I is an
open subgroup of K, J01 / is an injective object in Modjm(A) and thus there exists
an idempotent e G End^[/](J0) such that eot0 = [0 and ¿0 : V
eJo is an injective
envelope of V in Modjm(A). By Lemma 3.1 there exists an isomorphism /3 : eJ0 -=+
(eJo)n extending the given isomorphism a : V
Vu. Lemma 3.2 implies that
(3.5)

dimfcHom/^eJoM71) = <*imfeHomJ(Xn5eJ0[m]h),

VX G Irr/(*).
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Since the order of
(3.6)

is prime to p, Lemma 3.3 combined with (3.5) implies

dimfc Homj(x, (1 - e) J0[m]71)
= dim* Hom7(xn, (1 - e) J0[m]71),

VX G IvrI(k).

Thus Lemma 3.2 implies that there exists an 7-equivariant isomorphism 7 : (1—e) Jq =
((1 - e) Jo)n. Letting 6 = p @ 7 : JQ J?, we obtain a commutative diagram of
A [I]-modules:
V{ ¿0 j0
= A
VII

= S
iH

J0 .

Since LQ : Vu
Jq1 is an injective envelope of Vu in Mod^n (A), and injective
envelopes are unique up to isomorphism, there exists a commutative diagram of
A[Kn]-modules:
iII
VII
JII
= A-1
V
Letting <p = ip o S proves the claim.

= if,
¿1

Jl.
•

3.7. Remark. — The proof of Theorem 3.4 works in any reasonable subcategory of
ModJ^DM(^4). For example if we fix a smooth character £ : Z —> Ax and rework
the proof of Theorem 3.4 by considering only objects with central character ( we
obtain the same statement with Mod^dm(^) replaced by M o d ^ o ^ A ) and Mod™ (A)
replaced by Mod^c(A).
3.8. Corollary. — IfV is an injective object in ModlQ0dm (A), then V is also an injective object in Modsx{A).
Proof. — It is enough to show that V is a direct summand of an object which is
injective in Mod^(A). By replacing V with V®VU we may assume that there exists
ijj e EndA(V) such that V2 = 1 and ip o g = gn o ^ for all g € G°.
Let si be the set of admissible subrepresentations of V. The set si is naturally
ordered by inclusion. Moreover, it is filtered, since if C/i, C/2 € si then U\ + U2 is
a quotient of an admissible representation [/1 © [/2, and hence is admissible, see [2,
Prop. 2.2.131. Hence, we have an injection
lim U^V.
UEA
Since V is locally admissible every v e V is contained in some admissible subrepresentation U, hence the map is surjective. Let J* be a subset of si consisting of those U
such that U\K is an injective object in Mod^cl(A). We claim that J is cofinal in si.
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To see this, choose U G srf'. After replacing U by U + i/)(U) we may assume that
U = ip(U) and, in particular, that ^ induces an isomorphism U = Un. Let U Q
be as in Theorem 3.4. Since V is injective and 17 is admissible there exists (p : £1 —> V
making the following diagram of (^-representations commute:
U

V
Y
O

Since U\K ^ £1\K is an injective envelope of U\K we deduce that ip is an injection.
Since (p(Q) lies in J> we obtain the claim. Hence, we obtain an isomorphism
lim Q = V.
OR I
Since V\K is an inductive limit of injective objects, [3] Proposition 2.1.3 implies that
V\K is an injective object in Mod™(A).
•
3.9. Corollary. — IfV is an injective object in Mod^m(i4) then V is also an injective
object in Mod™{A).
Proof. — We consider w as an element of Z via Fx = Z and note that G+ = GQwz.
Let B = Alw^]
A^1]. If U is any locally admissible G+-representation, then
U = 0 n C/n, where n runs over the maximal ideals of B and Un denotes the localization
of U at n. Furthermore,
Un = U[n°°] := U[n%
*>i
where U[nl] denotes the subspace of U consisting of elements annihilated by n*. Each
maximal ideal n is of the form (m, / ) , where m is the maximal ideal of A, and / G A[t]
is a monic polynomial. Since A is Artinian, so that m is a nilpotent ideal, we see that
the n-adic topology and /-adic topology on A coincide. Thus we may equally well
write
U[fi],
Un =
i>l
where of course U[f%] denotes the subspace of U consisting of elements annihilated
by/*Suppose now that V is an injective object of ModlQ+m(A). Since, by the discussion of
the preceding paragraph, V is the inductive limit of the V[fl] (where /* runs over the
various powers of the various monic polynomials associated to the various maximal
ideals n of 5 ) , in order to show that V is injective as an object of Mod^1(A), it
suffices, by [3, Prop. 2.1.3] together with Corollary 3.8, to show that each V[fl] is an
injective object of Mod^a0dm(A). Note that V[f] is injective in Mod^dm(A)[/*].
If we write C := B/(fi) then the category Mod^+dm(A)[/i] is naturally equivalent to
the category ModJ^dm(C). Since / is monic C is free offiniterank over A and hence
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the forgetful functor M o d ^ o ^ C ) -* Mod^aodm(A) is right adjoint to the exact functor
С <8>л - , and so preserves injectives. Thus V[fl] is injective in Mod^odm(^4).
•
3.10. Corollary. — IfVis
in Mod^(A).

an injective object in ModLQdm(A) then V is also injective

Proof. — Since G+ is open offiniteindex in G, Lemma 2.2 and [3, Prop. 2.1.2] show
that V is injective in ModLQ+M(A) and the assertion follows from Corollary 3.9.
•
3.11. Corollary. — IfVis injective in either of the categories ModLQdm(A) (for some
smooth character £ : Z —> Ax), or Mod*£adm(A), then V\N0 is an injective object in
Mod^H).
Proof. — In the latter case, the claim of the present corollary follows from Corol
lary 3.10 together with [3, Prop. 2.1.11]. In the case of Mod^adm(A), it follows from
Remark 3.7 and Lemma 2.5 that V is injective in Mod^nZ^o^(A). Since the inter
section of iV"o and Z is trivial restriction to N0 induces an equivalence of categories
between Mod(£nz)JV(bC(A) and Mod^(A). Thus V is injective in Mod^(A).
•
Let G be the group of Qp-valued points of a connected reductive linear algebraic group
over Qp. Let P be a parabolic subgroup of G with a Levy subgroup M and let P be
the parabolic subgroup of G opposite to P with respect to M. In [2], the first author
defined a left exact functor OrdP : Mod^adm(A) - » Modl^dm(A) such that for all U
in Mod^dm(A) and V in Mod1Aadm(A) one has
Home (Ind G C7, V) ^ UomM(U, Ordp(V)).
p
Further, for i > 0 in [3] there are defined functors W OidP : Mod^adm(A) -*
ModlMdm(A) such that #°OrdP = OrdP and {.£POrdP : i > 0} is a tf-functor.
It is conjectured there that for i > 1 the functors if*OrdP are effaceable, which
would imply that they are universal, and hence coincide with the derived functors of
OrdP.
3.12. Corollary. — If G = GL2(F) and if V is an injective object in Mod^adm(A)
(resp. Mod^adm(^)), then Hl OrdP(F) = 0 for all i > 1.
Proof — Since by Corollary 3.11, V\N0 is an injective object in Mod^(A) we have
that H^NQ, V) = 0 for all i > 1. The claim follows from the definition of H* OrdP,
see [3, Def.3.3.1].
•
Since Mod^adm(j4) and Mod^adm(^4) each have enough injectives, we conclude that
the H% OrdP are effaceable for i > 1 on any of these categories. In particular, we have
verified [3, Conj. 3.7.2] in the case G = GL2(F).
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3.13. Remark. — The authors of this note strongly believe that an analogue of Theo
rem 3.4 holds for other groups than GL2(F). If this is the case, then our proof should
go through to establish [3, Conj. 3.7.2] for these groups.
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